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[gossip, chatter, rumors] - ~10 sec. before m.1
q = 120
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"There are 3 sides to every story."
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"and the Third Truth."
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"One is as strong as the other."
sus (crash)
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"Different truths lead us to reality."
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[narrator] "The Third Truth."
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"The First Truth exists in opposition to yours."
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"You cannot see or fully understand
this version of the truth."
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"The Second Truth is created by you."
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"This truth is formed around your beliefs."
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"In the end, it's all true."
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"No one is lying."




































































"Real truth is discovered in
unity of belief and fact."
"Real truth is discovered in
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"The blood that flows through us."
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"The heart inside us."
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"This is the Third Truth."






































































"This is OUR truth."
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